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Ocean Currents, Surface & Deep
Chapter 9

Ocean currents

• Surface currents
– Affect surface water above the pycnocline

(<10% of ocean water)
– Driven by major wind belts

• Deep currents
– Affect deep water below pycnocline (90% of

ocean water)
– Driven by density differences
– Larger and slower than surface currents
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Surface

Deep
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Unlike the atmosphere, the ocean currents can’t go over the
continents… these act as BOUNDARIES

The water has to go
somewhere, so it’s
forced into gyres
when it hits these
boundaries.

This forms
EASTERN and
WESTERN
boundary currents

EasternEastern
BoundaryBoundary WesternWestern

BoundaryBoundary
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• Fridtjof Nansen
– XC ski across Greenland
– Fram into Arctic ice

• Thick hull so not crushed!!!
• 13 men, provisions for 5 yrs

– Lets find the North Pole
– Entered politics (due to

fame)
• WWI
• Early proponent of League of

Nations
– (UN precursor)

• Famnine relief for Russia in
1920s

– Nobel Peace Prize

Nansen & Icebergs
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Nansen & Icebergs

• Math & physics was tough!
• Asked a friend to get a grad student to

work on it
– Walfrid Ekman, a Swedish
oceanographer

Nansen proposed that Coriolis causes a force to the right, but
FRICTION keeps the water from going that direction…
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Ekman transport

• Net water
movement due to
Ekman spiral

• 90° from wind
– R in NH
– L in SH

Figure 7-6

Fig. 9.3
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Fig. 9.6
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Geostrophic Currents

• Geo=Earth, strophos=turn
– Wind-driven gyre + Ekman transport = surface water

convergence (hill)
• Eventually winds and gravity balance

– Hill creates “pressure gradient force”
• Flow occurs “around the hill”

– NOT downhill
– Deeper currents than possible via simple Ekman

spiral

Geostrophic Currents -- Water forms “hills”, which causes
water to flow downhill (gravity) and turn (Coriolis+Vorticity)
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Ekman transport also causes upwelling… allows cold, salty
water to get “sucked” to the surface, even though it is dense!

Clockwise (northern hemisphere)
currents cause water to “pile up”,
counter-clockwise currents cause

upwelling…
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The Gulf Stream “rings”

Southern Hemisphere -- gap
in the continents, continuous
winds = continuous currents
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Summary so
far…

• Surface currents generally follow the surface winds

• Continents get in the way, cause boundaries

• Ekman transport causes upwelling and “hills”

• Coriolis and Vorticity result in geostrophic currents around
the hills

What about the deep water?
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Thermohaline Circulation

Thermo = temperature

Haline = salt (salinity)

Dense objects sink! This happens
in a glass of beer, in plate
tectonics, and in the ocean… if we
cool off water (or rock), or make it
salty, or both, it gets heavier and
will sink.

Where do we find
cold water?
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North Atlantic Deep Water
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Besides NADW and AABW, dense (but not
as dense) water forms additional layers….
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T-S Diagrams are “fingerprints”

EndEnd
(Oldest)(Oldest)

StartStart
(Youngest)(Youngest)
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Older waters have
more “compost”,

so more nutrients,
more CO2, less

oxygen, etc
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